
Arts Beat Calendar Highlights

South Florida has Highest AIDS Rates in USA. 
Artist of all ages have a message to share in helping this epidemic 
that is affecting our community.

SCRUBBING OUT THE STIGMA by joining  the World AIDS 
Museum & Educational Center and Artist Yvette Michele by sharing the 
art in  Social Media. 

This is a message from the artist that is inscribed on the plaque next to 
this artwork.

The 10 Year Ribbon

   “The Red Ribbon has always been a symbol of hope. From the very 
beginning of the AIDS epidemic it has always been a very bog part 
of my life whether it was making a quilt or going to a fun raiser or just 
holding someone’s hand so they could cry. At 30 what I didn’t think 
could happen to me did and I became HIV positive. Jan 30, 2002. This 
life changing experience has affected me externally as well as internal-
ly. Since the beginnings of my positive lifestyle I began to save all of my 
HIV medicine bottle. This medicine has kept me alive and is approxi-
mately $800.00 per bottle. This means over ten years I have ingested 
$333,600 worth of medication.

  For me this artwork represents how the epidemic has enveloped me 
completely both inside and out, as it stands in from of you big and red. 
This artwork was build one pill at a time, one bottle at a time, one year 
at a time, the way we live our lives. Even though this artwork did stop 
after ten years,, the epidemic and stigma never seems to stop. We must 
see the beauty and the positive in what is know as HIV positive.”

You can view this work of art and others at the World AIDS Museum 
and Educational center in Wilton Manors, Florida.

eMail us your best young artist ages 6 
to 12 and we will pick a lucky winner to 
showcase in an upcoming edition. Please 
include the following:

Artist Yvette Michele Booth

Photography Credits: ART on AIDS & HIV,Brian Poli-Dixon ARTIST Yvette Michele Booth

ART on AIDS & HIV

The Florida Arts License Plate Pro-
gram was created by the Legislature 
in 1994. Funds collected through the 
sale of these specialty plates are dis-
tributed to the counties where the 
plates are sold and are used to sup-
port arts organizations, programs, 
and activities within that county.

send email to 
arts@TheWestsideGazette.com

•Photo  
•Name 
•Age       
•Grade
•School

6:30 pm Every 4th Tuesday of the month musicians, singers, poets, and performers take the stage 
at ArtServe for Open Mic Tuesdays. Sign up or come out and enjoy some awesome talent. Hosted 
by SOSOS’ Chris Monteleone. Doors open at 6:30 for sign-up. Performances begin at 7:30. 
http://www.artserve.org

Inclusion to Arts Beat Calendar Call for advertising opportunities at 954-525-1489
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6-9:00 pm  Icons of Warhol, Haring & Friends:Forre & Co Fine Art Gallery  Opening reception 
Cey Adams Guest Lecturer 1007 E. Las Olas Blvd, Fort Lauderdale, FL  954-463-0011
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The BLACK Arts Movement was the 
name given to a group of politically motivat-
ed black poets, artists, dramatists, musicians, 
and writers who emerged in the wake of the 
Black Power Movement. The poet Imamu 
Amiri Baraka is widely considered to be the 
father of the Black Arts Movement, which be-
gan in 1965 and ended in 1975. 

Source Blackpast.org
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Are you 

an Artist 
or an Arts Organization? 

   Advertise your programs/events 
with us.

Press Releases send to
arts@thewestsidegazette.com

Advertising Call
954-525-1489

Ad could be yours !

FORT LAUDERDALE, FL The title piece called “Us” started a conversation with Brain Polli-Dixon and my-
self during the National Urban League conference held late July in Ft. Lauderdale. PNC Bank sponsored an 
all-encompassing exhibit of local artist at the national conference. The exhibit begins with a display of PNC’s 
commitment to the arts through their program of early childhood art and their partnership with Sesame Street 
to stimulate young creative minds.  They titled the exhibit “Empowering Communities through Diversity and 
Inclusion”.

     Brian was one of seven artists selected to showcase his art at the convention. My conversation with Brian 
was the representation of his painting and who the “Us” was? Brian replied “Us is everyone; this image does 
not represent one race or any particular group. It represents everyone and is not exclusionary.” Brian further 
explained the four foot by five foot mixed media image is actually two images blended into one image. The 
surface is purposely rough in areas and has a dichotomy of a conversation between the two people and in 
the two people.  He likes texture in his pieces to help convey his message. Brian indicated that life is not easy 
and life could be gritty. He decided to try something new by purposely torching holes in the piece because 
he had never seen it done before. 

     Brian rediscovered his love for art after his pro football career with the NFL ended. He was a talented wide receiver for the UCLA Bruins. He spent several 
years in the NFL before having to ultimately leave the game prematurely due to a leg injury. It was only then that Brian was reunited with his love for art. The 
self taught artist has a knack for drawing inspiration from everything in his life. As an avid photographer as well, Brian sees life as a series of pictures assem-
bled together to tell a story. He applies a similar strategy when conceptualizing and creating his paintings. As in life, there are many different interpretations of 
meaning, color, and emotion. That is what Brian hopes to convey through his work with his love of the mixed media application.  
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Research by Destane’ Henry

“Us” Brian Poli-Dixon, Mixed Media Art
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